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6424mm Centres
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6020mm Between Posts
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Socket Installation Dimensions
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Net Not Included

Fig 1

Fig 2

1. 1 x Floor Fixed Badminton Post (PEQ117)
2. 2 x Floor Fixed Ali Badminton Base (PEQ119)

3. 4 x M12x30mm Button Head Socket Screw (BOL142)
4. 4 x Large Washer (BOL702)
5. 1 x Velcro Net Ties (BAD-060)

(Items listed below are packed within FPK030)

Optional Extras

6. 1 x 8mm Allen Key (BOL790)

7. 4 x Standard SH2 Ground Sockets For Solid Floors (ASY001+BOL855)
7. 4 x Long SH2 Ground Sockets For Sprung Floors (ASY002+BOL855)

(not shown)

Please read instructions before you begin to assemble your badminton posts.
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BAD-031

Floor Fixed Badminton Posts

1Using the pack contents list overleaf, identify the parts required to assemble
the Badminton Posts purchased.

2Using the M12 Button Head Screw (3) and Washer (4), anchor the base of
the badminton posts to the ground securing with theAllen Key (6).

3Slide the post over the spigot on the base and tighten up the grub screws
using, the allen key provided, so that the post is tight against the base.

SH2 Socket Installation (Optional Extra):
The sockets should be installed by a specialist, using the following guidelines,
please contact your distributor for recommended specialist fitting engineers.

Mark at location shown in Fig 2. Drill 20mm holes 160mm deep from floor
level for standard SH2 sockets for solid floors or 210mm deep for longer SH2
socket for sprung floors.

Ø

Attaching The Net (Not Supplied):

1Attach one end of the net over the pulley wheel on one
post and push through the cleat. Take the other end of the

net and pass over the pulley wheel. Take some slack in the net,
attach to the other cleat by pulling it through and grasping on
the teeth.At this stage loosely tie the bottom of the net around
the post so it keeps its shape.

2Tension the net to the correct height by pulling it through
one of the cleats and securing on the teeth. Doing this one

end should automatically tighten the other end.

3Once the net is tensioned use the velcro net ties to hold the
net tight against the post. Re-tie the bottom of the net so

that this is tight. Once the posts are set up they should look
like the example shown in Fig 1.
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Assembly Instructions

Pulley Wheel

Cleat

Post Assembly


